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Laura brings more than 25 years of experience in the financial
services industry, working specifically in the retirement plan and
asset management businesses.
Prior to joining Two West, Laura spent five years with BOK Financial,
building out their retirement plan business in the Kansas City market.
Prior to that, she spent 19 years with American Century and J.P.
Morgan Chase Retirement Plan division (now Empower).
A native of Lawrence, Kansas, Laura earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in Business Administration from the University of Kansas and
a Master of Business degree in Finance from the University of
Missouri-Kansas City. She currently holds a FINRA Series 65 license
and KS Life & Health license. Her passion for helping plan sponsors
design and deliver the best retirement plan uniquely qualifies her to
serve the Two West family of advisory clients.
In her free time, Laura is raising two teenage boys or trail running
with ‘Rocky’ the rescue dog. She also gives her time to Chain of
Hope, a Kansas City-based animal rescue organization, along with
other local charitable events and committees.
She is a former two-term board member of the Women’s
Employment Network (WEN), and a former committee member for
both the March of Dimes Signature Chef Event and the Women’s
Intersport Network (WIN) Luncheon.

Two West was founded on the belief that
two people with common goals
journeying together in the same direction
have a better chance of arriving at their
destination than going it alone.
In other words, we’re big fans of the
buddy system. Because of this core
principle, engaging with people in
authentic ways and investing in their
life’s journey is at the heart of all that we
do. We believe we have an opportunity
and a responsibility to leave the world a
better place and positively impact the
lives of the people we come in contact by
joining them in their journey, traveling
alongside them, and helping them get
farther down their path. We envision a
world where people are closer to their
destination and have a greater
enjoyment of their journey because our
paths have crossed.

